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Abstract

DSM-PM2 is a platform for designing, implementing and experimenting mul-
tithreaded DSM consistency protocols. It provides a generic toolbox which
facilitates protocol design and allows for easy experimentation with alterna-
tive protocols for a given consistency model. DSM-PM2 is portable across a
wide range of clusters. We illustrate its power with figures obtained for dif-
ferent protocols implementing sequential consistency, release consistency and
Java consistency, on top of Myrinet, Fast-Ethernet and SCI clusters.
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Résumé

DSM-PM2 est une platforme pour la conception, l’implémentation et l’expéri-
mentation de protocoles de cohérence multithread pour des environnements à
mémoire distribuée virtuellement partagée. DSM-PM2 fournit une boîte à ou-
tils générique qui facilite la conception de protocoles et en permet facilement
l’implémentation. Il est disponible sur une large variété de clusters, compre-
nant différents types de réseaux d’interconnexion. Nous illustrons ses perfor-
mances pour différents protocoles de cohérence qui implémentent la cohérence
séquentielle, la coherence relâchée et la cohérence Java sur trois platformes:
BIP/Myrinet, TCP/Myrinet et SISCI/SCI.

Mots-clés: DSM, mémoire virtuellement partagée, multithreading, protocoles
de cohérence, DSM-PM2, PM2.
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1 Introduction

In their traditional flavor, Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) libraries [7, 10, 11, 4]
allow a number of separate processes to share a common address space according
to some fixed consistency model: sequential consistency, release consistency, etc.
The processes may usually be physically distributed among a number of computing
nodes interconnected by some communication library. The design of the DSM
library is often highly dependent on the selected consistency model and on the
communication library, and only a few of them are able to exploit the power of
modern thread libraries.

In most approaches to DSM programming, it is considered that the DSM li-
brary and the underlying architecture are fixed, and that it is up to the programmer
to fit his program with them. We think that such a static vision fails to appreciate
the possibilities of this area of programming. We believe that a better approach
is to provide the application programmer with an implementation platform where
both the application and the multithreaded DSM consistency protocol can possibly
be co-designed and tuned for performance. This aspect is crucial if the platform is
used as target for a compiler: the implementation of the consistency protocol can
then directly benefit from the specific properties of the generated code. The plat-
form should moreover be portable, so that the programmer do not have to commit
to some existing communication library or operating system.

DSM-PM2 is a prototype implementation platform for multithreaded DSM
programming which attempts to meet these requirements. Its general structure
and programming interface are presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses in more
detail how to select, define or optimize protocols. We give an overview of the im-
plementation of a number of protocols for various consistency models, including
sequential, release and Java consistency. In particular, two implementations of the
sequential consistency model are described, a first one based on page migration,
and the second one using thread migration, as enabled by the underlying multi-
threading library. Finally, we illustrate the portability and efficiency of DSM-PM2
by reporting performance measurements on top of different cluster architectures
using various network protocols: BIP/Myrinet, TCP/Myrinet, TCP/FastEthernet,
SISCI/SCI.

Our work is related to that of DSM-Threads [8], a system which extends POSIX
multithreading to distributed environments by providing a multithreaded DSM.
Our approach is different essentially by the generic support and the ability to sup-
port new, user-defined consistency protocols. Another system integrating threads
with Distributed Shared Memory is Millipede [5]. Whereas Millipede is designed
for a single execution environment (Windows NT cluster with Myrinet) and fo-
cuses on sequential consistency, DSM-PM2 proposes multiple consistency models
and protocols on top of several UNIX systems and can use a large variety of net-
work protocols (BIP, SCI, VIA, MPI, TCP, etc.).
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Figure 1: Overview of the DSM-PM2 software architecture

2 DSM-PM2: an overview

DSM-PM2 is a portable implementation platform for multithreaded DSM consis-
tency protocols. It is build on top of the PM2 distributed, multithreaded runtime
system (Parallel Multithreaded Machine, [9]). PM2 provides a POSIX-like in-
terface to create, manipulate and synchronize lightweight threads in user space,
in a distributed environment. It is available on top of most major Unix brands,
including Solaris and Linux. To ensure network portability, PM2 uses an ef-
ficient communication library called Madeleine [3], which was ported accros a
wide range of communication interfaces, including high-performance ones such
as BIP/Myrinet, SISCI/SCI, VIA, as well as more traditional ones such as TCP,
and MPI. DSM/PM2 inherits this wide portability, since all DSM communica-
tion primitives have been implemented using PM2’s RPC mechanism based on
Madeleine. An interesting feature of PM2 is its thread migration mechanism that
allows threads to be transparently and preemptively moved from one node to an-
other during their execution. DSM-PM2 provides such mobile threads with the
illusion of a uniformly shared memory on top of the distributed architecture of
PM2.

DSM-PM2 is structured in layers (Figure 1). At the highest level, a DSM pro-
tocol policy layer is responsible for building consistency protocols out of a subset
of the available library routines. An arbitrary number of protocols can be defined
at this level, which may be selected by the application through a specific library
call. Some classical protocols are already built-in, as summarized in Table 1. The
user can add a new protocol by defining each of its component routines and by reg-
istering it using a specific library call (Figure 2). The newly created protocol could
then be used as default protocol or specified when shared objects are dynamically
allocated. Thus, different protocols can be assigned to different data. Observe also
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Protocol Consistency Basic features
li_hudak Sequential MRSW protocol. Page replication on read

access, page migration on write access. Dy-
namic distributed manager.

migrate_
thread

Sequential Uses thread migration on both read and write
faults. Fixed distributed manager.

erc_sw Release MRSW protocol implementing eager release
consistency. Dynamic distributed manager.

hbrc_mw Release MRMW protocol implementing home-based
lazy release consistency. Fixed distributed
manager. Uses twins and on-release diffing.

java_ic Java Non-standard, home-based MRMW protocol,
based on explicit checks for locality. Fixed
distributed manager. Uses on-the-fly diff
recording.

java_pf Java Home-based MRMW protocol, based on on
page faults. Fixed distributed manager. Uses
on-the-fly diff recording.

Table 1: Consistency protocols currently available in the DSM-PM2 library.

that there is no restriction on the semantics of the protocols: several implementa-
tions of the same consistency model may co-exist within the same program, the
one to use on a given run being dynamically specified by the application without
any re-compiling.

The component routines of a protocol are defined using a generic toolbox called
the DSM protocol library layer. It provides routines to perform elementary actions
such as bringing a copy of a remote page to a thread, migrating a thread to some
remote data, invalidating all copies of a page, etc. All available routines guarantee
thread-safety. This library is built on top of two base components: the DSM page
manager and the DSM communication module.

The DSM page manager is essentially dedicated to the low-level management
of memory pages. It implements a distributed table containing page ownership
information and maintains the appropriate access rights on each node. This table
can be exploited to implement protocols which need a fixed page manager, as well
as protocols based on a dynamic page manager.

The DSM communication module is responsible for providing elementary com-
munication mechanisms, such as delivering requests for page copies, sending pages,
invalidating pages or sending diffs. This module is implemented using PM2’s RPC
mechanism, which turns out to be well-suited for this kind of task. For instance,
requesting a copy of a remote page for read access can essentially be seen as invok-
ing a remote service. On the other hand, since the RPCs are implemented on top
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of the Madeleine communication library, the DSM-PM2 communication module is
portable across all networks supported by Madeleine with no extra cost.

DSM-PM2 provides a multithreaded DSM interface: static and dynamic data
can be shared by all the threads in the system. Since the programming interface
is intended both for direct use and as a target for compilers, no pre-processing is
assumed in the general case and accesses to shared data are detected using page
faults. Nevertheless, an application can choose to bypass the fault detection mech-
anism by controlling the accesses to shared data through calls to get/put primitives
which explicitly handle consistency. DSM-PM2 copes with this approach as well
and both manners were used in alternative implementations of the Java consistency
model, allowing DSM-PM2 to be used as a target of the Hyperion Java compiling
system for distributed clusters [2].

3 Specifying protocols in DSM-PM2

A protocol is a set of actions designed to guarantee consistency according to a
consistency model. In our current implementation, a protocol is specified through
eight functions that are automatically called by the generic DSM support. In its
current stage of development, DSM-PM2 provides 6 built-in protocols, whose main
characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

All these protocols share an important common feature: the implementation
is multi-threaded (i.e. uses multiple “hidden” threads) and thread-safe: an ar-
bitrary number of user-level threads can concurrently access pages on any node
and threads on the same node safely share the same page copy. These distinctive
features required that the traditional consistency algorithms (usually written for
single-threaded systems) which we used as a starting point be adapted to a multi-
threaded context to handle thread-level concurrency. As opposed to the traditional
algorithms where all page faults on a node are processed sequentially, concurrent
requests may be processed in parallel in a multithreaded context, should they con-
cern the same page or different pages.

Sequential consistency. We provide two protocols for sequential consistency.
li_hudak relies on a variant of the dynamic distributed manager MRSW algorithm
described by Li and Hudak [7], adapted by Muller [8]. It uses page replication on
read fault and page migration on write fault.

Alternatively, DSM-PM2 provides an original protocol for sequential consis-
tency, based on thread migration (migrate_thread). When a thread accesses a page
and does not have the appropriate access rights, it executes the page fault handler
which simply migrates the thread to the node owning the page (as specified by the
local page table). On reaching the destination node, the thread exits the handler
and repeats the access, which is now successfully carried out and the thread con-
tinues its execution. Note the simplicity of this protocol, which essentially relies
on a single function: the thread migration primitive provided by PM2.
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This protocol crucially depends on an iso-address approach to data allocation:
DSM pages are mapped at the same virtual address on all nodes. On exiting the
fault handler after migration, the thread automatically repeats the access at the
same address, which does correspond to the same piece of data. Thread stacks are
equally allocated using the same scheme, which thus guarantees the validity of all
pointers in the presence of migration [1].

Release consistency. DSM-PM2 also provides two alternative implementa-
tions for release consistency. erc_sw is a MRSW protocol for eager realease con-
sistency. It uses page replication on read fault and page migration on write fault,
based on the same dynamic distributed manager scheme as li_hudak. Page own-
ership migrates along with the write access rights and pages in the copyset get
invalidated on lock release.

Alternatively, hbrc_mw is a home-based protocol allowing multiple writers
(MRMW protocol) thanks to the classical twinning technique. Essentially, each
page has a home node, where all threads have write access. On page fault, a copy
of the page is brought from the home node and a twin copy gets created. On release,
page diffs are computed and sent to the home node, which subsequently invalidates
third-party writer nodes. On receiving such an invalidation, these latter nodes need
to compute and send their own diffs (if any) to the home node.

Java consistency. DSM-PM2 provides two protocols which directly imple-
ment the specification of the Java Memory Model. Thanks to these protocols,
DSM-PM2 is currenly used by the Hyperion Java compiling system [2] and con-
sequently supports the execution of compiled threaded Java programs on clusters.
Our DSM-PM2 protocols were co-designed with Hyperion’s memory module and
this approach enabled us to make aggressive optimizations using information from
the upper layers. For instance, a number of synchronizations could thus be opti-
mized out.

The Java Memory Model [6] allows threads to keep locally cached copies of
objects. Consistency is provided by requiring that a thread’s object cache be flushed
upon entry to a monitor and that local modifications made to cached objects be
transmitted to the central memory when a thread exits a monitor. The concept of
main memory is implemented via a home-based approach. The home node is in
charge of managing the reference copy. Objects (initially stored on their home
nodes) are replicated if accessed on other nodes. Note that at most one copy of an
object may exist on a node and this copy is shared by all the threads running on
that node. Thus, we avoid wasting memory by associating caches to nodes rather
than to threads.

Since Hyperion uses specific access primitives to shared data (get and put),
we can use explicit checks to detect if an object is present (i.e., has a copy) on
the local node, thus by-passing the page-fault mechanism. If the object is present,
it is directly accessed, else the page containing the object is locally cached. This
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void main ()
{
/* Define a new protocol by specifying

the component routines */

int prot;
...
prot = dsm_create_protocol
(read_fault_handler, write_fault_handler,
read_server, write_server,
invalidate_server, receive_page_server,
acquire_handler, release_handler);

/* Set this protocol as default. */
pm2_dsm_set_default_protocol(prot);
...

}

Figure 2: Defining a new protocol in DSM-PM2.

scheme is used by the java_ic protocol. Alternatively the java_pf protocol uses
page faults to detect accesses to non-local objects. Thanks to the put access prim-
itives, the modifications can be recorded at the moment when they are carried out,
with object-field granularity. All local modifications are sent to the home node of
the page by the main memory update primitive, called by the Hyperion run-time
on exiting a monitor.

Defining new protocols. New protocols can be added by providing the eight
component routines, as illustrated in Figure 2. These could include user-defined
routines, but also library routines used otherwise than in the built-in protocols. For
example, one may choose hybrid approaches such as page replication on read fault
and thread migration on write fault. One may even embed a dynamic mechanism
selection within the protocol, switching for instance from page migration to thread
migration depending on ad-hoc criteria. However, the user is responsible for using
these features in a consistent way to produce a valid protocol.

4 Performance evaluation

We present the raw performance of our basic protocol primitives on four different
platforms. The first three columns in Tables 2 and 3 correspond to measurements
carried out on a cluster of 200 MHz Pentium Pro nodes running Linux 2.2.13 in-
terconnected by a Myrinet network using the BIP and TCP protocols and by a
Fast Ethernet network under TCP. The last column shows figures obtained on a
SISCI/SCI platform with PII 450 MHz nodes under Linux 2.2.13.

Table 2 reports the time (in �s) taken by each step involved when a read fault
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occurs on a node, assuming that the corresponding protocol is page transfer based
(which is the case for all built-in protocols, except for migrate_thread). First, the
faulting instruction leads to a signal (page fault), which is caught by a handler that
inspects the page table to locate the page owner and then requests the page to this
owner (request page). Once its arrival is detected on the owner node, the request is
processed and the asked page is sent to the requester (page transfer). The protocol
overhead includes the request processing time on the owner node and the page
installation on the requesting node.

Operation BIP/ TCP/ TCP/ SISCI/
Myrinet Myrinet Fast Ethernet SCI

Page fault 21 21 21 12
Request page 46 325 426 38
Page transfer 215 460 3809 115
Protocol overhead 50 50 50 30

Total (�s) 332 856 4306 195

Table 2: Processing a read-fault under page-migration policy: performance analy-
sis

As one can observe, the protocol overhead of DSM-PM2 is only up to 15% of
the total access time, as most of the time is spent with communications. The pro-
tocol overhead essentially consists in updating page table information and setting
the appropriate access rights.

In Table 3 we report the cost (in �s) for processing a read fault assuming a
thread migration based implementation of the consistency protocol. The protocol
overhead is here insignificant (less than 1 �s), since it merely consists of a call to
the underlying runtime to migrate the thread to the owner node. That’s all!

We can observe that this migration-based implementation outperforms the pre-
vious one, because thread migration is very efficient. Note however, that this mi-
gration time is closely related to the stack size of the thread, because it has to be
entirely migrated on the remote node along with the thread descriptor. In our test

Operation BIP/ TCP/ TCP/ SISCI/
Myrinet Myrinet Fast Ethernet SCI

Page fault 21 21 21 11
Thread migration 75 438 1035 28
Protocol overhead - - - -

Total (�s) 96 459 1056 39

Table 3: Processing a read-fault under thread-migration policy: performance anal-
ysis
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program, the thread’s stack was very small (about 1 kB), which is typically the
case in many applications, but not in all applications. Thus, choosing between
the implementation based on page transfer and the one based on thread migration
deserves careful attention. Moreover, it may depend on other criteria such as the
number and the location of the threads accessing the same page, and may be closely
related to the load balance, as illustrated below. This is a research topic we plan to
investigate in the future.

To illustrate DSM-PM2’s ability to serve as an experimental platform for com-
paring consistency protocols, we have run a program solving the Travelling Sales-
man Problem for 14 cities, with random inter-city distances, using one application
thread per node. Figure 3 presents run times for our 4 protocols implementing se-
qential and release consistency, on the BIP/Myrinet platform. Given that the only
shared variable intensively accessed in this program is the current shortest path and
that the accesses to this variable are always lock protected, the benefits of release
consistency over sequential consistency are not illustrated here. But we can still
remark that all protocols based on page migration perform better than the protocol
using thread migration. This is essentially due to the fact that all computing threads
migrate to the node holding the shared variable, which thus gets overloaded. We
could expect a better behavior for this protocol with applications where shared data
are evenly distributed accross nodes and uniformly accessed.

Figure 3: Solving TSP for 14 cities with random inter-city distances. Comparison
of 4 DSM protocols

To compare our two protocols for Java consistency, we have run a multi-threaded
Java program implementing a branch-and-bound solution to the minimal-cost map-
coloring problem, compiled with Hyperion [2]. The program was run on the SCI
cluster described above and solves the problem of coloring the twenty-nine eastern-
most states in the USA using four colors with different costs. Figure 4 clearly
shows that the protocol using access detection based on page faults (java_pf) out-
performs the protocol based on in-line checks for locality (java_ic). This is due
to the intensive use of objects in the program: remember that every get and put
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Figure 4: Comparing the two protocols for Java consistency: page faults vs. in-line
checks.

operation involves a check for locality in java_ic, wheras this is not the case for ac-
cesses to local objects when using java_pf. The overhead of fault handling appears
to be significantly less important than the overhead due to checks, also thanks to a
good distribution of the objects: local objects are intensively used, remote accesses
(generating faults for java_pf) are not very frequent.

Finally, we mention that very precise post-mortem monitoring tools are avail-
able in the PM2 platform, providing the user with valuable information on the time
spent within each elementary function. This feature proves very helpful for under-
standing and improving protocol performance.

5 Conclusion

DSM-PM2 is a platform for designing, implementing and experimenting multi-
threaded DSM consistency protocols. It provides a generic toolbox which fa-
cilitates protocol design and allows for experimentating with alternative proto-
cols for a given consistency model. DSM-PM2 is portable across a wide range
of cluster architectures, using high-performance interconnection networks such as
BIP/Myrinet, SISCI/SCI, VIA, as well as more traditional ones such as TCP, and
MPI. In this paper, we have illustrated its power by presenting different protocols
implementing sequential consistency, release consistency and Java consistency, on
top of different cluster architectures using various network protocols: BIP/Myrinet,
TCP/Myrinet, TCP/FastEthernet, SISCI/SCI.

DSM-PM2 is not just yet another multithreaded DSM library. It is aimed at
exploring a new research direction, namely providing the designers of such proto-
cols with portable plateforms to experiment alternative designs, in an environment
as open, controlled and monitored as possible. We are convinced that many in-
teresting ideas in DSM protocols have not yet been studied simply because of the
lack of such an open plateform: implementing everything from scratch is simply
too hard! Also, such a plateform enables competing protocol designers to com-
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pare their protocols within a common environment, using common profiling tools.
Actually, switching from one protocol to another, or switching from one communi-
cation library to another, can be done without changing anything to the application.
No re-compiling is even needed if all the necessary routines have been linked be-
forehand. Finally, such a plateform opens a large access to the area of co-design:
indeed, the application and the protocol can then be designed and optimized to-
gether, instead of simply tuning the application on top of a fixed, existing protocol.
This idea seems of particular interest in the case of compilers targeting DSM li-
braries, as demonstrated by the Hyperion Java compiler project reported above.

Currently, DSM-PM2 is operational on Linux and Solaris. Extensive testing
has been done on top of SISCI/SCI, TCP/Myrinet and BIP/Myrinet. All the pro-
tocols mentioned in Table 1 are available and hybrid protocols mixing thread mi-
gration and page replication can also be built out of library functions. We are
currently working on a deeper performance evaluation using the SPLASH-2 [12]
benchmarks.
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